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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to investigate the connection between different perceived organizational
cultures and information security policy compliance amongwhite-collar workers.
Design/methodology/approach – The survey using the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument
was sent to white-collar workers in Sweden (n = 674), asking about compliance with information security
policies. The survey instrument is an operationalization of the Competing Values Framework that distinguishes
between four different types of organizational culture: clan, adhocracy, market and bureaucracy.
Findings – The results indicate that organizational cultures with an internal focus are positively related to
employees’ information security policy compliance. Differences in organizational culture with regards to
control and flexibility seem to have less effect. The analysis shows that a bureaucratic form of organizational
culture is most fruitful for fostering employees’ information security policy compliance.
Research limitations/implications – The results suggest that differences in organizational culture are
important for employees’ information security policy compliance. This justifies further investigating the
mechanisms linking organizational culture to information security compliance.
Practical implications – Practitioners should be aware that the different organizational cultures do
matter for employees’ information security compliance. In businesses and the public sector, the authors see a
development toward customer orientation andmarketization, i.e. the opposite an internal focus, that may have
negative ramifications for the information security of organizations.
Originality/value – Few information security policy compliance studies exist on the consequences of
different organizational/information cultures.
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1. Introduction
Cloud services, virtualization, mobile phones and blurred boundaries between working life
and private life are all examples of changes that impact organizations’ ways of using
information. Information is expected to be easily accessible, possible to share with
colleagues in different geographical locations and automatically synchronized. These
requirements, which would have been impossible to satisfy not that many years ago, can
now be fulfilled today and can open new business opportunities. Thus, in this context, the
organizational role of information has changed as well, and information is both a strategic
and operative issue in organizations. At the same time, disclosed information can negatively
affect an organization’s reputation (Son and Kim, 2009) and cause financial losses (Cisco,
2018; Goel and Shawky, 2009).

Information security, where the purpose is to safeguard an organization’s information
assets, has become a strategic and an operational issue in this complex landscape of
information and IT. As a result, many organizations make large investments in information
security management systems and advanced technology to counter current and future
threats (Aithen, 2018; Morgan, 2015). Despite these investments in technical and formal
controls, organizations also need to consider informal controls (Dhillon, 2017). More
accurately, we are in a situation where the employees constitute the first line of defense,
when they, for example, interact with clients, work with their information, or pass it on to
the next link in the chain. Consequently, the employees must be well aware of information
security risks and policies and understand, for example, the importance of using secure
passwords and how they can avoid being tricked into revealing passwords through social
engineering. Nonetheless, employees’ non-compliance with information security policies has
been stressed as a perennial problem for many organizations (Ernst and Young, 2008, 2010;
PwC, 2014, 2018).

Given the significance of this problem, a growing body of research has notably increased
our understanding of individual-related factors that explain employees’ poor compliance
(Herath and Rao, 2009; Siponen and Vance, 2010; Stanton et al., 2005; Sommestad et al., 2019;
Lee et al., 2016). Many of these studies have explored theoretical ideas from behavioral
psychology and criminology to explain non-compliance with information security policies,
such as the theory of planned behavior (Sommestad and Hallberg, 2013) and deterrence
theory (D’Arcy et al., 2009). Another theoretical path that has been perused since the start of
this century is organizational/information security culture (Karlsson et al., 2015), i.e.
addressing the implications of shared patterns of thought, behavior and values within social
groups. Existing research has contributed to an increased understanding of the relation
between culture and information security (Alshare and Lane, 2008; Furnell and Thomson,
2009; Koskosas, 2012; Lowry et al., 2013; Connolly et al., 2019; Parsons et al., 2015) as well as
pinpointed factors that contribute to an information security culture (Boži�c, 2012; da Veiga
et al., 2020; Helokunnas and Kuusisto, 2003; Hu et al., 2012; Zakaria, 2006; Chen et al., 2015).
In addition, researchers have contributed to increased understanding on how to cultivate
information security cultures (Rastogi and von Solms, 2012; Dojkovski et al., 2010; Da Veiga
andMartins, 2015; Ashenden and Sasse, 2013; Da Veiga, 2018).

The merits of the research mentioned above notwithstanding, Karlsson et al. (2015) found
that less attention has been given to the results of different organizational cultures
regarding information security; something that our review of more recent studies concurs
(Section 2.2). This means that existing research can offer practitioners limited advice
regarding the unique challenges that a specific type of organizational culture has and
potential effects on employees’ information security policy compliance that can occur when
changing an organizational culture. Thus, we pose the research question: To what extent
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does employees’ information security policy compliance vary in their perceptions of the
organizational culture?

This article investigates the connection between different perceived organizational
cultures and information security policy compliance among white-collar workers. For this
purpose, we used the theoretical lens competing values framework (Quinn and Rohrbaugh,
1983) in a survey study to a representative selection of white-collar workers in Sweden, in
both the private and the public sector. The competing values framework characterizes
organizational culture using four different types of culture. A mix of these types of cultures
is always present in an organization, but the framework allows the identification of the most
prominent one. Hence, it allowed us to investigate employees’ information security policy
compliance with their perceived prominent organizational culture.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the competing
values framework before discussing existing research on organizational culture and
employees’ information security policy compliance in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our
research method. Section 5 describes our analysis. Section 6 comprises discussion and
conclusion of our research findings, their implications for research and practice, research
limitations and future research ideas.

2. Conceptual framework
2.1 Organizational culture and competing values framework
Some researchers (Martins and Eloff, 2002; Da Veiga and Eloff, 2010; Solomon and Brown,
2021) argue that, there is a specific information security culture, in other words, that there is
a certain way of working with information security, which is based on values and
assumptions connected to this particular part of organizational operations. These values
and assumptions, in turn, are related to organizational culture (Schlienger and Teufel, 2003;
da Veiga and Martins, 2017). It can, of course, be useful to distinguish between these two
concepts sometimes, for instance, from a theoretical perspective, but making the distinction
in practice is very difficult, perhaps even impossible. We, therefore, use the broader concept
of organizational culture in this study.

That said, organizational culture is still a complex phenomenon, and scholars have,
throughout the years, invested a great deal of energy into understanding and explaining
what it is (Jung et al., 2009 for an overview). Even though they all define the concept slightly
differently, many scholars seem to focus on the shared attitudes that shape the people who
make up an organization. Schein (1984) has defined organizational culture as “the pattern of
basic assumptions that a given group has invented, discovered, or developed in learning to
cope with its problems of external adaption and internal integration and that have worked
well enough to be considered valid, and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the
correct way to perceive, think and feel concerning those problems”; in our case, these basic
assumptions govern how to view and act upon information security risks and
countermeasures.

Organizational culture can be both a positive and a negative force in an organization. If
managed effectively, it can be leveraged to reach the organizational objectives (Rashid et al.,
2003; Lee et al., 2008); if managed ineffectively, it can be the primary reason for
organizational failure (Bititci et al., 2006) probably because when organizational culture and
objectives align, employees, choose means based on basic assumptions that are suitable for
the intended ends. Therefore, it also becomes interesting to consider how different
organizational cultures can impact employees’ choices to follow means suggested by their
organization to achieve information security ends, i.e. to be compliant with the suggested
information security policy.
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Our interest in employees’ information security policy compliance means that we are
interested in organizational effectiveness regarding information security. Quinn and
Rohrbaugh (1983) have put forward a model, competing values framework, based on
indicators in effective organizations. They discovered that effectiveness could be structured
concerning two dimensions. The first dimension concerns the degree to which the
organization focuses on its internal or external functions. The second dimension concerns an
organization’s focus on flexibility and individuality as opposed to stability and control.
When these dimensions are combined, four distinct culture types emerged: clan, adhocracy,
market and bureaucracy. The framework has over the years been widely adopted and
adapted in different areas to investigate the relationship between organizational culture and
organizational and individual behavior (e.g. Buenger et al., 1996; Barth and Mansouri, 2021;
Banaszak-Holl et al., 2015; Yong and Pheng, 2008; Dastmalchian et al., 2000; Iivari and
Huisman, 2007).

Figure 1 illustrates the culture types together with their most notable characteristics. In
the upper left corner of the figure, we find a clan culture that combines an internal focus with
a great degree of flexibility. Clan culture is characterized by a friendly working environment
where the employees are open, spend a great deal of time promoting social cohesion, and
show personal engagement (Cameron and Quinn, 2006). The organization structures its
operations in such a way that individuals can develop and enjoy great freedom (Barth and
Mansouri, 2021). Leadership is built on mentoring, and decisions are often consensus-based
in this type of organization. The unity of the organization relies on loyalty and tradition.

In the upper right quadrant, we find an adhocracy culture that combines an external focus
with a great degree of flexibility. Adhocracy culture is characterized by the importance of
cutting edge within a certain field, which means that employees’ innovations and
groundbreaking ideas are highly valued (Cameron and Quinn, 2006). The management of
this culture type focuses on supporting entrepreneurship and creativity, even when this
approach entails considerable risk (Dastmalchian et al., 2000). This also means that the
employees are not used to authoritarian power relations. Work is often carried out by teams
that are disbanded when a task has been completed. This focus makes the organization
capable of resetting quickly to adapt to new circumstances.

In the lower right quadrant of the figure, we find a market culture that combines a strong
external focus with a high degree of control and centralization. Market culture is characterized
by an emphasis on profitability, productivity and competitiveness (Cameron and Quinn, 2006).
The organization believes strongly in strategic planning as a way to achieve productive results
(Yong and Pheng, 2008). Management in this type of organization is based on goals for the
employees, clearly defined and monitored. In addition, the importance of reaching set goals
using the resourcesmade available to the group or the individual is highlighted.

Finally, bureaucracy culture in the lower left quadrant of the figure combines a strong
internal focus with a high degree of control and centralization. Bureaucracy culture can be
described as a workplace with standardized rules and structures (Iivari and Huisman, 2007),
where how work tasks are completed is characterized by impersonal responsibility
(Cameron and Quinn, 2006). The organization strongly believes in specialized work tasks;
there is a distinct hierarchy, which, in turn, also involves respect for where decisions are
made and the fact that they must be followed.

According to the competing values framework, a mix of all culture types is always
present in an organization (Quinn and Rohrbaugh, 1983; Cameron and Quinn, 2006). Again,
this illustrates the fact that organizational culture is a complex phenomenon. From Figure 1,
organizational culture can be presented as a profile comprised four points – one in each
quadrant. At the same time, each organization has one culture type that is more prominent
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than the others. In terms of the various characteristics of the culture types, this should mean
different conditions for employees’ information security compliance.

2.2 Organizational culture and information security policy compliance
Despite a rich literature on employees’ information security policy compliance, Hu et al.
(2012) have argued that this literature primarily draws upon theories from cognitive
psychology (Myyry et al., 2009; Bulgurcu et al., 2010; Johnston and Warkentin, 2010) and
criminology (Straub, 1990; D’Arcy et al., 2009; Siponen and Vance, 2010). While given less
attention in previous research, organizational culture is not a new topic in information
security management. Scholars have researched the cultural dimensions of information
security since the start of this century (Schlienger and Teufel, 2002; Kolkowska, 2011;
Furnell, 2007; Vroom and von Solms, 2004; von Solms, 2000; Da Veiga, 2018; Connolly et al.,
2019; Dhillon et al., 2016). Several reviews (Connolly and Lang, 2013; Connolly and Lang,
2012; Chang and Lin, 2007; Karlsson et al., 2015; Malcomson, 2009; Nasir et al., 2019) have
scrutinized and put forward the collective achievements made. The Karlsson et al. (2015)
study is one of the most recent and extensive reviews that made an effort to categorize the
variety of topics covered in research.

Karlsson et al. (2015) concluded, based on a bottom-up classification of research papers,
that a significant share of the conducted research has addressed the relationship between
organizational culture and information security (Alarifi et al., 2012; McCoy et al., 2009; Goo
et al., 2013; Lowry et al., 2013; Sommestad, 2018). Work in this category has set out to test the
basic assumption that culture affects information security in organizations. A closer
assessment of research investigating the relationship between organizational/information
culture and employees’ information security reveals that the findings vary. While McCoy
et al. (2009) were unable to establish a relationship between organizational culture and

Figure 1.
Four culture types
related to competing
values framework
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information security attitudes and behaviors, several studies have found evidence indicating
that organizational culture influences organizational members’ information security
behavior. Hu et al. (2008) found a moderating effect of rule-oriented organizational culture on
the relationships between top management and employees’ attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behavioral control regarding information security. Goo et al. (2013), who used the
climate concept, found that “the information security climate has significant positive
influence on the intention of the security policy compliance”. Similarly, D’Arcy and Greene
(2014) found that information security culture had a significant positive relationship with
employees’ security compliance intentions. Sommestad (2018) investigated whether
variations in employees’ information security compliance could be explained by what work-
related groups to which they belonged. Similarities within groups and variations between
groups, Sommestad argues, could be evidence of an influence of culture on information
security behavior. The study found that work-related groups have a weak to modest
influence on employees’ information security policy compliance.

Although addressing the relationship between organizational culture and information
security, in general, is important and closely related to our research question, this type of
research does not immerse into the potentially divergent effects of different types of
organizational culture. When it comes to an understanding of the consequences of different
organizational/information cultures, we corroborate the findings put forward by Karlsson
et al. (2015) that this aspect has been addressed to a very limited extent in existing research.
That said, the studies by Chang and Lin (2007), Donahue (2011), and Hu et al. (2012) are
valuable exceptions. These studies used the competing values framework to investigate the
consequences of different organizational culture types. Chang and Lin (2007) investigated
how different organizational culture traits impact information security management’s
effectiveness. The latter operationalized using four constructs: confidentiality, integrity,
availability and accountability. The respondents for the survey were senior managers in
Taiwanese companies. Their findings showed that control-oriented cultures – hierarchy (in
the present study termed bureaucratic) and market – are positively oriented to information
security management principles. They also showed that flexibility-oriented cultures “are not
significantly associated with the ISM [information security management] principles with
one exception that cooperativeness [clan] is negatively related to confidentiality.” Although
being a valuable study, Chang and Lin (2007) do not investigate employees’ information
security compliance.

Donahue (2011) set out to determine the relationship between different organizational
cultures and information security incidents caused by employees, the existence of
information security policies, and senior management support for information security.
Hence, the two latter parts resemble the concept of information security management
principles in Chang and Lin (2007). This study is based on a survey targeting information
security managers in US organizations. The empirical findings indicated that organizations
with flexibility-oriented cultures – clan and adhocracy “have more internally originated
security incidents than do organizations with other culture types.” When it comes to
information security management, she found a positive relationship between clan,
adhocracy, hierarchy and senior management support; she found a non-significant
relationship between different organizational culture types and having an information
security policy. Donahue’s (2011) study is interesting, as it indicates the consequences of
different organizational cultures on internal information security incidents. That said, the
sample size of 115 respondents is a limitation of this study and their focus on managers as
respondents. Our study will extend the rather limited knowledge of if and how different
organizational culture types affect employees’ information security compliance. Hence, this
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comprehensive knowledge can form the basis for future discussion on how to address
challenges that certain organizational culture traits might create with regards to information
security.

Hu et al. (2012) addressed how two of the four cultural orientations in the competing
values framework influence “individual cognitive beliefs toward information security
policy.” This case meant investigating hierarchy culture and market culture, focusing on the
internal-external dimension of this framework. They found no direct link between the two
instigated types of culture and employees’ intentions to comply with information security
policies. However, they found that organizational cultures influence employees’ attitudes
toward information security, affecting information security behavior. Our study will expand
on this finding by way of investigating both dimensions of the competing values
framework.

2.3 Hypotheses
As shown above, existing studies provide limited knowledge of how different organizational
culture characteristics affect employees’ information security policy compliance. At the
same time, given previous research, there are good reasons to believe that different cultural
values shape security-related behaviors such as employees’ information security
compliance. Based on current research, there is also a sufficient base to formulate
hypotheses concerning information security compliance and the competing values
framework framework’s two dimensions: flexibility/control and internal/external focus.
Especially with the first dimension, there are both well-founded assumptions and empirical
evidence to take as a starting point.

In previous research, control is the most salient cultural value shaping information
security compliance (Karlsson et al., 2018). The focal behavior is about conforming to
existing policies; following established rules and practices. It does not aim at invoking
creativity, thought processes, or critical thinking. As Hu et al. (2012) argued, information
security compliance is a “follow the rules behavior,” although they never investigated this
control-flexibility dimension. As such, compliance normally faces less resistance in control-
oriented cultures than in more flexible organizational settings. Boss et al. (2009) found that
when employees found “a policy to be mandatory, they will take precautions as required.” In
turn, the wiggle-room for individual interpretations is minimized through the strong
demand for conformism with impartial protocols and a clear hierarchical chain of command
(Da Veiga and Eloff, 2010). In the study mentioned above by Chang and Lin (2007), they
found that control-oriented culture traits were significantly positively associated with
information security management principles.

Furthermore, based on their empirical work, Tang et al. (2016) proposed that in a loose
control organization, “employees are more likely to be less obedient to information security
management policies, and they may believe it to be less serious when violating the related
rules and policies.” They also proposed that process-oriented culture, which shares
characteristics with Bureaucratic culture, leads to increased compliance with information
security management policies and rules, compared to more result-oriented culture because
the process-oriented culture is “more conservative toward innovations and associated risks”
(Boss et al., 2009). All in all, an emphasis on stability and control speaks in favor of
information security policy compliance, and we predict the following relationship:

H1. Control-oriented cultures have a significantly stronger positive relationship with
employees’ information security policy compliance than flexibility-oriented
cultures.
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The understanding of how an external/internal focus influences information security
compliance is far less developed. According to Ruighaver et al. (2007), security is influenced
by external factors and internal needs, and the influence of each would depend on what kind
of behavior we are examining. As discussed above, Chang and Lin (2007) found no support
for a difference in information security management principles between organizations with
an external and internal focus. On a similar note, Hu et al. (2012) found no direct link
between the types along the internal/external dimension and information security policy
compliance. At the same time, Tang et al. (2016) have proposed that normative
organizations, i.e. where “the procedures are critical,” are more likely to follow information
security policies, compared to pragmatic organizations that do their best “to fulfill the
customers’ needs.” When looking at the capacity to keep up with changes in the
environment and unforeseen threats, an internal focus might hamper information security.
Yet, as we are looking at compliance to internal rules, we suggest that an internal focus will
positively affect. Considering the competing values framework and these empirical studies,
we predict the following relationship:

H2. Internally focused cultures have a stronger positive relationship with employees’
information security policy compliance than externally focused cultures.

3. Research method
We used a survey strategy to investigate the connection between perceived organizational
culture and information security policy compliance among white-collar workers. Our
research strategy was to investigate covariations and causal relationships between
organizational culture and compliance without controls for individual factors known to
influence information security policy compliance, such as awareness, self-efficacy, threat
appraisal (Bulgurcu et al., 2010; Vance et al., 2012; Johnston and Warkentin, 2010).
Organizational culture forms a context in which variations in individual factors can occur
between organizational members. However, while such individual factors are likely to effect
compliance, and could possibly act as a mediator between organizational culture and
compliance, they are unlikely to affect organizational culture. Therefore, such individual
factors constitute what Cinelli et al. (2020) calls “bad controls” that risks to “block the very
effect we want to estimate [. . .], thus biasing our estimates”.

The data was collected through a postal survey among white-collar workers in Sweden.
Statistics Sweden sent a postal questionnaire including reminders to a nationally
representative random sample of 2,000 white-collar workers (response rate 33.7%, n = 674);
the survey also included an option for the respondents to provide the answers online. The
identities of the participants were kept confidential. The survey included questions
addressing many different topics related to the respondents’ attitudes, reported behavior
and behavioral intentions concerning information security. The data also included items
regarding perceived organizational culture following the competing values framework.
Additional background information about the respondents was collected from existing
registers administrated by Statistics Sweden. This information includes the respondents’
gender, age, educational level, and in which sector they were employed (public or private
sector).

3.1 Operationalization and measurements
The following presents a description of the operationalization and measurement of the
concepts analyzed in the study.
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3.1.1 Perceived organizational culture. To analyze the white-collar workers’ perceptions
of their organizations’ culture, we used the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument
(OCAI) (Cameron and Quinn, 2006). The OCAI is an operationalization of the Competing
Values Framework and includes 24 survey items. This questionnaire measures the
prevalence of the four types of cultures described in the Competing Values Framework
related to six organizational aspects: management, staff and personnel, organization,
organizational coherence, strategic emphasis and success definition. Based on the 24 survey
items, a profile was created for each respondent, mapping the extent to which he or she
perceives the culture of the organization as characterized by aspects of clan culture,
adhocracy culture, market culture and bureaucratic culture. This profile also shows which
culture type was dominant. The questionnaire items were measured using a Likert scale
(Chang and Lin, 2007; Cameron and Quinn, 2006); each survey item asked the respondents to
agree or disagree with a statement regarding a specific aspect of the culture of their
organization on a scale from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully agree). Indexes were created for
each cultural type, ranging from 6 to 30. The indexes exhibited high internal consistency
(a = 0.751–0.840).

3.1.2 Information security compliance. To assess the employees’ information security
compliance, we focused on their compliance with information security policies. A policy
includes rules and guidance meant to govern employees’ actions toward certain goals for the
organization. Previous research (Sommestad et al., 2014) shows that employees follow such
rules to different extents. In the present study, compliance with information security policies
was measured using two survey items. The respondents were asked to agree or disagree
with the following statements:

� “I follow all information security rules in place at my workplace,” and
� “I work in accordance with all information security rules in place at my

workplace.”

Both items were measured using a Likert scale ranging from 1 (fully disagree) to 5 (fully
agree). The items were combined into an additive index measuring information security
compliance on a scale from 2 to 10 (a = 0.940).

3.1.3 Additional background (control) variables. The respondents’ sex and age was
reported by Statistics Sweden. Information about the respondents’ level of education was
also obtained from Statistics Sweden and measured on a scale from 1 to 10. Finally, we
received a classification of the respondents’ workplace being public or private sector.
Similar sets of control variables have been employed in earlier studies (Herath and Rao,
2009; Hu et al., 2012; Safa et al., 2016). Descriptive statistics of the measures are presented
in Table 1.

3.2 Analytical methods
First, bivariate correlation analyses are conducted to identify associations between
perceptions of organizational culture and measures of information security policy
compliance. Thereafter, multivariate explanatory analyses in the form of ordinary least
square (OLS) regressions are conducted to test the effect of each type of perceived culture on
information security policy compliance. These OLS-regression models include statistical
controls for the influence of background variables and a multivariate test of the influence of
each cultural dimension (type) on information security policy compliance with control for
the effects of other dimensions of perceived organizational culture.
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4. Results
4.1 Bivariate correlation analysis
Table 2 shows statistically significant positive associations between all four dimensions of
organizational culture and employees’ information security policy compliance. We interpret
the general pattern of positive associations between all organizational culture measures and
compliance as a potential method effect, stemming from the positive nature of how the
survey items of the OCAI are worded. Hence, high scores on each cultural index might
correlate with a positive view of the own organization or a high organizational commitment.
Therefore, comparisons of the strength of the associations between the different cultural
types and employees’ information security policy compliance are of greater importance for
this analysis than the fact that we find statistically significant associations across all for
indices.

However, the strength of the associations presented in Table 2 varies substantially
between four types of organizational culture. We find a strong association between the
bureaucratic culture index and employees’ information security policy compliance
(Pearson’s r: 0.358, p < 0.001) and a moderately strong association between the clan culture
index and employees’ information security policy compliance (Pearson’s r: 0.232, p < 0.001).
For the indexes measuring adhocratic culture (Pearson’s r: 0.081, p < 0.05) and market
culture (Pearson’s r: 0.113, p < 0.01) respectively, on the other hand, we find only relatively
weak positive associations with compliance.

4.2 Multivariate explanatory analyses
Given the potential method effect indicated by the generally positive associations between
all organizational culture and employees’ information security policy compliance presented
in Table 2, we advise caution in interpreting these associations. Even though we find clear
differences in the strength of the individual associations between indices measuring the

Table 1.
Descriptive statistics

Variable N Min Max Mean SD

Age 674 19 62 46,07 10,705
Gender (female) 674 0 1 0,60 0,489
Sector (public) 674 0 1 0,5 0,5
Level of education 673 2 7 5,38 1,104
Bureaucratic culture 636 6 30 19,43 3,977
Clan culture 642 6 30 19,24 4,533
Adhocracy culture 648 6 30 17,16 4,599
Market culture 642 6 30 17,86 5,156
Information security compliance 649 2 10 8,20 1,594
Valid N (listwise) 579

Table 2.
Correlations between

organizational
culture dimensions

and employees’
information security
policy compliance

Variable Information security policy compliance

Bureaucratic culture 0.358***
Clan culture 0.232***
Adhocracy culture 0.081*
Market culture 0.113**

Notes: n: 621–633. Statistical significance is displayed as follows: ***: p< 0.001; **: p< 0.01; *: p< 0.05
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influence of different types of culture, reliable interpretations of the relative influence of
different organizational culture types on information security policy compliance must be
based on multivariate analyses. Further, multivariate analyses are more suitable for
interpreting the effect of different perceived cultural traits of organizations on compliance.
In contrast with the bivariate analyses presented above, these analyses include controls for
potential co-variation between the different indices of types of organizational cultures.

Below, we present an analysis consisting of six multivariate regression models (Models
1–6 in Table 3). For all models the dependent variable is the same, information security
policy compliance. The first model investigates the baseline effect of our four control
variables on the information security policy compliance measure. These variables measure
factors that may influence the respondents’ information security policy compliance: sex, age,
level of education and employment sector (public or private). TheModels 2–5 investigate the
individual effect of each of the four perceived organizational culture indices with control for
the socio-demographic variables and sector of employment. Lastly, the sixth model
investigates the effect of all four organizational culture indices along with the control
variables.

The first model in Table 3, tests the influence of the socio-demographic control variables
and sector of employment on information security policy compliance. This model helps
explain next to nothing of the variation in white-collar workers reported information
security policy compliance (3.9%). A positive effect of age (measured in single year
increments) is found (0.143, p < 0.001) as well as a somewhat surprising negative effect of
level of education (�0.118, p < 0.01). Although seldom highlighted, similar negative effects
of a higher level of education on information security policy compliance have been found in
earlier studies (Safa et al., 2016). These age and education effects persist, with some minor
variations in strength, across all six models. No statistically significant effects associated
with gender or sector of employment are found in any of the models. These results indicate
similar levels of compliance/non-compliance among female and male white-collar workers,
as well as among public- and private sector employees.

The second model tests the influence on information security compliance of the index
measuring perceived bureaucratic culture in the respondents’ organization, with control for
the effects of socio-demographic variables and sector of employment. A strong positive
effect (0.347, p < 0.001) on compliance was found of perceived bureaucratic culture. This
result is in line with our hypotheses. Bureaucratic culture is characterized by well-defined
rules, control of employee behavior, and hierarchical management, traits well suited to
bolster compliance. Overall, the second model’s variables account for 16.7% of the variation
in reported information security compliance among the respondents (Adjusted-R2 in
Table 2).

The third model, investigating the influence of the index measuring perceived clan
culture in the respondents’ organizations, also identifies a statistically significant positive
effect (0.243, p < 0.001). Hence, even with controls added for socio-demographic
characteristics and sector of employment, a perceived clan culture is seemingly positive for
employees’ compliance with information security policies. This result contradicts the
findings of earlier research (Chang and Lin, 2007; Donahue, 2011; Hu et al., 2012), that has
primarily found negative effects of clan culture on information security – as well as our first
hypothesis. All in all, the model accounts for about 10% of the variation in compliance
among the respondents (Adjusted-R2). Thus, explanatory power is added compared to the
baseline model, i.e. Model 1.

The fourth and fifth models test the influence of a perceived adhocracy and market
culture, respectively, find weak positive effects although at a lower level of statistical
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significance (adhocracy: 0.095, p < 0.05, market: 0.106, p < 0.01). Neither of these models
adds any substantial explanatory value compared to the baseline model (Model 1), both
accounting in total for 4 to 5% of the dependent variable variation (Adjusted-R2).

The sixth and final model of the analysis tests the concurring influence of all four types
of perceived organizational culture on information security policy compliance, with controls
for socio-demographic characteristics and employment sectors. This model presents the
most robust test, in this study, of the effect of perceived culture on compliance as it takes
into account the potential method effects of the OCAI, as well as co-variation between the
different cultural types (see discussion above). The results of the analysis show a persistent
positive, although somewhat moderated, the effect of perceived bureaucratic (0.276, p <
0.001) and clan culture (0.174, p < 0.001) on employees’ information security policy
compliance. Consequently, even when controls for the manifestation of other perceived
cultural traits are added to the analysis, these two forms of organizational culture are
seemingly advantageous for fostering information security policy compliance among white-
collar workers. The weak positive effects of perceived adhocracy and market cultures, on
the other hand, disappear when controls for other perceived cultural traits are added. In the
case of adhocracy culture, we even find a weak negative effect (�0.114, p < 0.1) although at
a weak level of statistical significance. Further, the positive effect of market culture
identified in Model 5 disappears when controls for other culture indices are added in Model
6. Altogether, the sixth model accounts for 16.9% of the variation in reported information
security policy compliance among the respondents (Adjusted-R2). Consequently, this model
adds little explanatory value compared to Model 2 that tests the effect of perceived
bureaucratic culture exclusively.

Based on these analyses, we thus find support for our second hypothesis that “Internally
focused cultures have a stronger positive relationship with employees’ information security
policy compliance than externally focused cultures.” However, based on these results, we only
partly confirm the first hypothesis that “Control-oriented cultures have a significantly stronger
positive relationship with employees’ information security policy compliance than flexibility-
oriented cultures”, because the effect of market culture lacks statistical significance in the final
model. Furthermore, and in contrast to the findings of earlier studies (Chang and Lin, 2007;
Donahue, 2011; Hu et al., 2012), we find evidence for arguing that a clan culture is advantageous
for rather than detrimental to employees’ information security policy compliance.

The marginal effects of the perceived cultural dimensions that had statistically
significant effects on employees’ information security policy compliance (bureaucratic
culture, clan culture, and adhocratic culture) are plotted in Figure 2. This figure illustrates
how respondents predicted score on the information security policy compliance index varies
between different scores on the three perceived culture dimensions. The solid line represents
the bureaucratic culture, the dotted line represents the clan culture and the dashed line
represents the adhocratic culture. Figure 2 is based on the sixth model of the regression
analysis, where cross controls between all four culture dimensions are included.

5. Discussion and conclusion
Organizational culture comprises the common basic values and assumptions about the
world shared by the employees. These values and assumptions, in turn, govern the
employees’ behavior. In a survey study, we have investigated the connection between
different perceived organizational cultures and information security policy compliance
among a representative selection of Swedish white-collar workers. To this end, we used the
theory of the competing values framework and measured self-reported information security
policy.
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Themain result of this study is that employees who perceive their organizations as being
characterized by a bureaucratic culture also report being more compliant with the
information security policy. Across different operationalizations of perceived organizational
culture, we find indications that a bureaucratic culture is advantageous for information
security policy compliance. The multivariate analyses show a positive effect of the absolute
value of the bureaucracy culture index on information security policy compliance, even with
statistical controls for other culture type indices. The multivariate regression analyses
further indicate that a clan culture is advantageous and that an adhocracy culture is
detrimental for information security policy compliance. To some extent these results are not
surprising, given the fact the organization that leans toward a bureaucratic culture is used to
the existence of rules and structures (Iivari and Huisman, 2007), and it is common that
decisions are respected and followed. These results may have important practical
implications in a time of efforts to reduce red-tape and de-bureaucratize organizations, not
least in the public sector (Argyriades, 2010). Such efforts may have adverse effects on
employees’ information security policy compliance. However, we do not argue that
organization should change their organizational cultures to a more bureaucratic one only
because such a culture is more beneficial for employees’ information security policy
compliance. Organizational cultures should first and foremost be beneficial for achieving the
overall business goals. Still, managers need to be aware of their organizations’ culture traits
and choose countermeasures that are both in line with the culture and mitigates the
weaknesses that come with the specific culture traits.

Overall, we find the hypothesis that “Internally focused cultures have a stronger positive
relationship with employees’ information security policy compliance than externally focused
cultures” as supported by our analysis. This conclusion is supported by the results
indicating that both types of organizational culture defined as internally focused in the
competing values framework (bureaucratic and clan culture) have statistically significant
positive effects on employees’ self-reported compliance with information security policies.

The hypothesis that “Control-oriented cultures have a significantly stronger positive
relationship with employees’ information security policy compliance than do flexibility-
oriented cultures” is only partly confirmed. Only one of the two cultural types defined as
control-oriented (bureaucratic culture but not market culture) is positively associated with
information security policy compliance. Further, in contrast to earlier studies (Chang and
Lin, 2007; Donahue, 2011; Hu et al., 2012), we also find one type of flexibility oriented culture
(clan culture) is also found to be positively oriented toward information security, in our case
favorable for fostering information security policy compliance among employees. In

Figure 2.
Calculated marginal

effects of the
bureaucratic, clan

and adhocratic
cultures, based on
Model 6 in Table 3

Perceived
organizational

culture
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interpreting the mixed results of research studies on the effects of clan culture, one must
consider the differences in the national cultural context and surveyed populations. However,
this study indicates that in the context of white-collar workers in Sweden, a clan culture is
advantageous rather than detrimental for fostering employees’ information security policy
compliance.

The results of our analyses highlight two valuable insights for the understanding of the
cultural dimensions of information security in organizations. The findings of this study
indicate that organizational culture indeed does matter for information security compliance.
While some earlier studies (Alarifi et al., 2012; McCoy et al., 2009; Goo et al., 2013; Lowry
et al., 2013; Sommestad, 2018) have indicated the existence of a relationship between
organizational culture and information security behavior, very little attention has been
given to the question of how different types of organizational culture influences information
security behavior differently (Karlsson et al., 2015). This study supplies important evidence
that the type of organizational culture that characterizes an organization influences
employees’ tendency to comply with information security policies.

The analyses further demonstrate a clear pattern in the relationship between organizational
culture and employees’ information security policy compliance, indicating that an internally
focused organizational culture is advantageous for fostering such compliance. While an
externally oriented culture has been found to increase the capacity to keep up with changes in
the environment and unforeseen threats, an internal focus might be more fitting for fostering
compliance to internal rules in the organization, such as information security policies. As
discussed above, in businesses and the public sector, we see a development in the opposite
direction, toward customer orientation and marketization (Nixon et al., 2018), that may lead to
additional information security challenges in these organizations.

While the cultural dimensions of information security have been given increasing attention in
the past two decades (Schlienger and Teufel, 2002; Kolkowska, 2011; Furnell, 2007; Vroom and von
Solms, 2004; von Solms, 2000; Da Veiga, 2018), there are still many important questions that remain
to be investigated. This fact is not least true regarding the relationship between organizational
culture and employees’ information security policy compliance. One important area for future
research is investigating the mechanisms linking organizational culture to information security
policy compliance. While this study adds to evidence suggesting that organizational culture plays
an important role in fostering compliance,we know little about how this relationshipworks.

Q1. What aspects of organizational culture are most important?

Q2. How does the general culture of an organization influence information security
management?

Furthermore, the context-dependence of having surveyed Swedish white-collar workers is a
limitation. We have not studied national culture and if that is also a concept that should be
considered apart from the organizational culture. Previous research, Hovav and D’Arcy
(2012), indicate that we should be careful to generalize beyond national or regional cultures.
This suggest that more studies are need on the connection between different organizational
cultures and information security policy compliance in different contexts.

Lastly, there is a lack of knowledge about how information security management and
strategies can and should be adapted to the cultural context of an organization. The vast
body of research on information security compliance has identified several general factors
influencing employees’ compliance with information security policy across many
organizational contexts. However, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of how an
organization’s cultural context moderates the effectiveness of such factors.
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